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"CriOcA`learning
periods" has become a phrase in the language of

people concerned with the moth, development of childretvthat has been often

misunderstood,
misused, and even over-used.

Some of this difficulty may stem

from thd lack of cohesive viewpoints concerning
the relationship between

critical periods and learning. Further problems may develop from attempting

to conclude anything
definitive concerning

the determination of critical

periods, that is what determines their onset\and their duration. Perhaps even

more confusing is trying to formulate's'atisfactory
generalizations relating

to preparing for critical periods, and making-up for not presenting what

supposedly should have been taught
during these so- called critical

periods. It

,..111 be the purpose of this paper to discuss these problems and to present

possible gdlutions to them to enhance Our understanding of critical periods of

learning.

The first step in developing an
understanding of the meaning and impli-

cations of the concept of critical learning
periods is to understand that the

concept of a critical period for learhing is but pne of at least three types

of critical periods. Each type appears
to have its own meaning, means of
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determination, and implications,
Articles by Scott (1962) and Bronson .(1-965)

have identified these three' critical periods'fro different
viewpoints and

should be consulted for.further discussion.

Briefly, the three types of critical periods are critical periods affect-

ing: (1) emotional development; (2) social development or the formation of

basic social
relationships; and (3) learning. (See Fig.l). Clearly, the bulk

of the research related to critical periods has been in the area of critical

Periods for social development.
Primarily, this research has been animal

research, b'eginning with the famous imprinting studies
conducted by Lorenz in

1935. it must be remembered that the implications,
developed from these studies

concernOg development of primary social
attachments are not necessarily gen-.

eralizable to critical learning periods. Unfortunately, this generalization is

kpften made and adds to the confusion
concerning the meaning of critical learn-

ing periods.

While not considering the distinctions
among the types of critical periods

can lead to misdirect9d
inferences,; so can the extreme approach that there is

little or nothing to be learned fro:many
critical period research other than

that.research directly
oriente\i to learning periods. The distinctions among

the three periods must be kept mind as should the existing overlapping of

'these periods. For example, in each of the three types of critical periods,

the role of learning is noted. The degree of that
involvement is a critical

question.
However, for this address, our attention will be directed only to

the consid4ration of critical periods as they specifically relate to learning,

and more specifically,
to the learning of motor skills.

McGraw,(1935) is generally credited with first noticing!the phenomenon

of critical periods of learning in children (Scott, 1962). Her studies of

Jimmy and Johnny are
infamous to any who have studied motor develcpment. She
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pointed out that for certain activities, such as walking, early practice was

no help in the child's learning to walk. This specific finding was later

supported by Dennis and Dennis (1940) in their investigations, of the Hopi

Indians.. McGraw further concluded that Cti other areas, such as roller skating,

early practice was beneficial. Thu, she concluded that critical periods for

learning vary from activity to activity, that-is, for each motor skill there

exists an optimum period for rapid and skillful learning.

The immediate question that arises is: what determines that optimum or

critical period? Is itzaturation, prior experience, some combination of

maturation and experience, or what? Seefeldt (1975) and Gagne (1968) have

provided good discussions of this problem. We shall briefly consider the

alternatives here and then move on to what I consider to be the Major issue

to be discussed in this paper -- a realistic meaning of critical learning

periods as applied tb the learning of motor skills and the implications of

that meaning.

In a later work, McGraw (1945) committed herself on the issue,of the

determination c) critical learning periods by stating that beginning train-

ing before "adequate 'neural readiness is'. . . wasted effort ,(p.128):" Thus,

from this point of view, the role of maturation seen as primary in the

P

determination of the onset of critical leai-ning periods. As evidence for this

position, McGraw reported the results of an experiment in which a 12 month old

chid was trained daily for seven months to ride a tricycle. She concluded

that the result of this effort curtailed "natural interest and enthusiasm which

would have been obtained had the activity been delayed until the child was more

mature (p.12)."



McGraw was certainly not alone in this,maturationist viewpoint. In fact,

she was in solid agreement with the leading developmental theorists of her day.
O

Theorists such as G. Stanley Hall (1921) and Arnold Gesell (1928) had proposed

-developmental theory that has since been labelled the "growth-readiness.model"

of development. This model proposed that, certain organized patterns of growth

must occur before learning can effectively contribute to development.

Gesell and Thompson (1929) supported this claim with vidence from a

motor skill learning study involving a pair of identical twins. At the age -

of 46 weeks, one twin was given special training in stair-climbing while no

training was provided for the oth in. Seven weeks later, the untrained

twin did not climb as well as the trained twin. However',.following only two

weeks of training, or about one-third of the amount given to the trained twin,

the originally untrained twin actually surpassed her sister in performance. The

conclusion was ,that better !learning with less.4trajning will: result when the

child is "maturationally" ready for the task to_be learned., Of course a major

question that must be considered herErrelates to what the untrained twin may

have been learning during,the period of no special training.

One alternative approach to a maturation explanation is one that has

become perhaps the most influential in today's practices and that is the

approach established by Jean Piaget. Maturation continues as a heavy contri-.

butor to development in this view but additional consideration is given to the

involvement of the child's interaction with the environment as well \as iOthe

factor of learning. However, learning is given a very minor.role. Flavell

(1963) has pointed out that concerning cogniVVe development, this model might

properly be labelled an "adaptive" model.

Progress in a child's development, according to this oproich, is affected

by the Anteraction of the child with his environment. New experiences are

5
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assimilated into existing cognitive structures, which are generally matura-

tionally determined in a, sequential manner,'and.newly acquired .strUctures in

turn make possible accommodation
to the deMands..imposed by the environment.

Thu's, the child will perform those tasks, which he..is capable of performing,

given his developmental stage. Thi's' developmental' stage, while closely tied

to maturation, is not at the maturation extreme of the Gesell view. Piaget's

expressed'devel,opmental stages may be facilitated in their appearance by

appropriate environmental interactions,

The primary means of arriving at these conclusions has been through

observational evidence. A child is presented a task and then obseeved as to

how he handles the solving of the problem at hand. Questions ar.C.generally

1.asked to assist in the determination of the ,child's understanding. Pleven 's

volume on Piaget's developmental psychology, published in 1963, has descilbed

and discussed many supporting studies for theiPjaget model and shoyld be con-.

sulted for further study. 'For our pdrposes, it will be"sufficient to under-,

,stand that maturation is,still'considered as a primary determinant in develop=

lent although now additional emphasis'is given to the factor of the child in-

teracting with his environment. Learning serve only as a factor involved in

adaptation, not in development.

A third model has been presented by Gagne and was originally deploped

in 1968.. It has since been expanded in his book,The Conditions of Learning

(1970). This view weights the involvement of learning in development much

more heavily than do either of the previous two models. Gagne has labelled

this approach the "cumulative" model of learning. BrieflyfGagne postulated

that the "child progresses, from one point to the next in-his development
. . .

because he learns an ordered set of capabilities which build upon each other,.

in,.progressive fashion through the processes of differentiation, recall, and

6
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.transfer of learning (1968, p.181)."
-

Fig. 2, presents a general sequence for.
.

this .dumulative learning model:.
.

While Gagne hAs developed this model primarily to be representative of

-learniiig'in the cognitive domain, 'the. basic principles presented appear_

applicable to learning in' the motor domain. For example, a major tenet of thi't

*

approach is the rale of transfer' of learning. Gagne ..s,tated
A
that "any earned

capability, at any, stage of a learning sequence, may.operate to meditte other.

learning which was not deliberately taught (1968, p.186)". The,example that

immediately comes to mind is the stair-climbing study by Gesell and Thompson:.

It could be plausable that the untrained twin was'in effect leariling subor- .

dinate skills necessary to climb the stairs. 'The subsequent training of that , 1

twirl took less time than her sister because only the specifics of stair-
e

climbing needed to be taught to her rather then the entire skill. Thus,

maturation may not have been ,thethe sole or 'primary onrimary reas for the shorter train-

16.

ing period, as Gesell and Thompson concluded, but rather the reason may'have

been more related tolearned capabilities not specifically taught that mediated

the'learning of the actual task:

To summarize the three points of view that we have considered thus

look at.the continuum in Fig. 3. Presented here are the three views just

discussed as they relate to factors wh ich determine the onset of critical or

optimal learning'periods. The extreme left side indicates maturation as the

primary determinant, theview of McGraw and Gesell. The extreme right side of

the continuum indicates learning as theprimary determinant, the view of such

learning theorists asGagne, Skinner, and Bruner. In between, and learning"

more toward the maturation end oT the spectrum is the adaptation theory of Piaget.

Unfortunately no Conclusive evidence exists to support any one of these

approaches as over against any_of the others. For example,--Bruner, in a discus-

sion of readiness for learning in 1960, began his discussion from a hypothesis

7



that would be related to the learni,ngaside on our-continuum because he .

J. A
stated that no evidence existed to contradict his hypothesis; while'con

siderabTe evidence was being collected'to support 'it. It is also Unfortunatealso

that the rearnim of motor skills 'has only been consideiedby one Of,these.

theories, the, maturation.approach. If ware to generali2e-to motor skill

learning from the other two theoretical- postulations we may or may not run

into problems. -4

The discussi'm of-these three theoretical'viewboints-leads us"to
1
a con-

0 .

4

clusion concerning the determination of the onset of a peritical period Of

learning that was presented by Scott (1962).,: ,He had synthesized animal and

human learnino. studies'that were reported frOm McGraw in the mid-thirties
.0

ss,
.

until the writing of his article in the early sixties. cHis conclusion, based

on that synthesis, was a ".provisional:general hypothesis ".' That hypothesis

stated that "the critical period for any specific sort of learningis that time

when maximum capacities--sensory, motor, and motivational, as well as Rsycho-

logical ones-rare. first present (p.955).." Thus, no one, factor can be considered

to be the primary determinant, rather some combination of many _factors must be

considered.

If neither maturation nor learning, can be considered predominant in the

determination of a critical learning period, then What should be our viewpoint

concerning the critical learning period? The critical period for learning

cannot-be viewed as one in which the beginning'of learning a skill.must take

place or else that skill will either never be learned or be learned to the

potential possible had the skill been introduced during the critical learning
...

period. Neither can the viewpoint be taken that any skill can be tai ht at

.,

, any time, regar less of maturation level, if the instruction and prattice-time
.

are sufficient., The viewpoint that,ddes appear possible is one that is compat-

ible

,

with the whole range of research evidence. That viewpoint is that some',

I
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,

'.-combination of maturation and learning fac ors is important in the determination
vt,

of,the critical period.' The factors and, he weightedness of those determining

,
,..,,

factoi's become vital to this definition/.
.'

.

- .

Based on this discussion. then, it seems only feasible to ,consider "critical

, periods for
learning': as "optimal readiness periods for leaning"% :This

phrase connotes that there exist periodsof time in a person's life when that

person is optimally ready to learn a given skill. Seefeldt (1975) stated that

.

"critical periods" and "sensitive periods" could be used interchangeably.' A

.

sensitive period implies that learning occurs With greater
efficiency at some

4 e

period in life than in others. Thus, the key issue in understanding critical

learning periods to the consideration of when a, person is ready to learn.

We are still left with the problem related to the factor or factor's which

determine this period of optimal readiness.
However, we have an advantage

viewing.critical
learning periods from this readiness point of view. Concern

can nbw be directed to consider those factors necessary within any individual

//
_

or related to 'a pven situation for optimal.learping to/occur. This concern

rather than directing attention at the period pf life when a skill must first be .

'introduced permits more flexibility in the presentation of instruction. With

this.view,-many oritiA cal,learning periods may exist in the same iridividual2s

life for'the same skill. In fact, in certain instances, the optim'al readiness

may be manipulated,
thus encouraging early training in certain cases as well as

encouraging training in Certain skills following early deprivation of experi-

ences.

Before developing this Viewpoint
further as it relates to early inter-

.

vention of training, time must be spent on answering the fundamental question

'raised earlier concerning the determination cif the optimal readiness period.
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,
.

. .

Since support can be provided to suggest the inclusion of both'maturati n and

.

. ._, .

,

4 ,

i

learning. as determining factors in kreadiness Model, the
4

question remains

.

.
1

concerning the incluSioh of other factors. The one factor that stindi'out ,s'`

among all possible others is-motivation. No learning theorist would spggest

that any learning can occur without some degree of motivation to learn being -,

present within the organism. That motivation may have been externally induced

or internally gene'rated, but its Presence remains a necessary'prrequisite for

learn6g:-
411

Thils,,the readiness model being suggested here states that the period of

time during w ich.the introduction of a skill to be learned will result in the

achievement of the greatest potential for perforMande and/or learning is that

period of time-when-the maturation level, prior experiences or learning, and,

motivation oi4the individual are optimum for the skill to be learned. The

weightedness of any one fattor in determining the onset of these optimal periods

will vary from task to task for the'same.individual. (See 'Fig.4). Notice then,

that this model is both'iTlividual and task specific. If we consider, for

example, the prior experinces portion of our model, this specificity suggests

that learning to throw a baseball at a catcher is a task which child A is ready

to learn,however, for child B of the same age, there are some prerequisite -

skills needed td be acquired. Thus, the readiness of child B 's to learn.a

.subordinate skill, which child A has already acquired, The sa e type of

example could be developed for the other two parts of the read ness model.

Fri effect,.this is what McGraw was suggesting in 1935. T.e examples she

presented were walking as compared to roller skating. For Ji ny and Johnny,

early training in walking was not beneficial while early training in roller

sc,

skating was beneficial. Although McGraw considered the-mador factor in detei---

mining when to introduce any new skill to be maturation, she included the use,

go

10
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of instruction. Instruction at the properatime for certain motor skills could

be most beneficial. However, McGraw only ever considered the acquisition of

a whole skill, rather than giving consideration to the potential effect on

efficient acqu isition of instruction in teaching certain subordinate parts.of

the skill.

Another.txample is the one discussed earlier from the study by Gesell and
0 ---

*Thompson using stair-climbing,as the skill to be learned.' Remember that these

authors attributed poor acquisition to introducing instruction intheskill

.befog the children vti-e maturationally ready. While this is probably quite
3

!

true, the model being presented here might also be considered. .Perhaps. these

children had not adequately learned subordinate skilli necessary forthe

acquisition of the skillls.being taught. Should this have been the,case, then

not only would it be. po sible to attribute poor acquisition to maturation

problems, but also to t)e other two factors in our readiness model. The child-
.

rep did not have the ade uate prio'r\experiences necessary.to learn the skill being

introd 'a and were therefore probably not adequately motivated to learn them

\

at that ime.
.

To carrythis'one steP'.further, the later rapid acquisition of stair- climbing
4.

S'
\

Ox, the pre0ously untrained child was probably 'somewhat due to en increase in
. .

,

... .
%

maturatiqn. However, this untrained child was ,permitted time to explore the
0

stairs on*her own. It is possible that during that time, needed prerequisite

skills were learned by the child%without.benefit of the spedific training ,-

1

,

1

''
.

.

. .

II/

provided her'sibling. When the experimenters began training her to climb the .
,

.

,

stairs, the training period was much less not due only to maturational'oevelop-

ment but also to prior experiences and a more appropriate.level of motivation-

to learn the skill.

A question may be developing concerning the meaning of prerequisite or

subord4riate skills. Gagne provided an early example using conservation of

1.1
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,

quantity% Conservipon of quantity. is considered ."", be the ability to be able

to see two equal-size beakers fi,1 leewi th ,the same art of liquid poured into
-,?

two other beakers of 'differing sizes 40 still be able state that both con-

tain .the same amount Of water. Piagq adherents attribute -this ability primarily

to maturation for tp achieving edeveldpmental stage of cognitive .ability. Gagn\,0 '

. ,

presented hii alternative vivi, by statins that perhaps the child is unable to
,

. . ,

N

Conserve because he has fiver learned necessary prerequisite a specific develop-

mental

, .

menal t Eig. 5 sho Gagn's breikdown of conservation. Nate its
/

.

..._.
, ,

hierarhial nature. An'Ina ility to perform at any level. below those above it
. i 4,

. W04 d general
a
ly

9pint to aninability to pegorm the ultimate ask.

In the- ps:khombtor domain, .anAxample- ofi his hi-erarchical task analysis

. ,

eras been presented by_Singer and Di k (1974). This breakdown can be teen in

1 6. , ;
...,

To this poibt then, the intermix of maturation and prim'. experi ncps or
0 .

t. )

prior learning, should-be evident. Ndifher can stand alone to explaii the
. /-

t,

,onset of opti.r.r1 readiness'.. For ce,4ainskills, such as walking, there is

ampleevidence ° show that maturat(ion is a more determining factor. But,

for a more compleY. skill 'such as roller skating or bathing, evidence, both

empirical and theor'etical wouldshow prior .experience to be-a more powerful.-

determinant. The relative influence of both maturation 'and learning in their

qfect.on achievement on a complex 'kill is a topic of. much debate and worthy
.

of much investigation. However, fOr'\ this discussion, it should be sufficiert

. .

ni
N

to -indicate that for initial learng,' the attainMent of prerequisite skills
4

is of utmost' priority.

,

The . role' of motivation in this readiness model needs further developme0t.
P

Motivation is here being defined as anything that acts' an an energizer of per-
..

V
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formance. Just as a battery-driven toy needs a battery to make the toy

operate, so does the numan organism need. some energizer to be able to perform

in.a situation where learning must:oCour. However, that,energizing does not

always have to originate from within the individual, as might be inferred from

the toy and battery example. Adequate motivation to learn might belfrom within

the individual and be very, task related or it may be induced from an outside

source or be socially related. That'is, the learner may begin to learn be-

cause of outside inducements, such as rewards or punishment threats, or because

of social motivation factori such as needs for affiliation social approval,

esteem, and so on.

Ausubeytated in 1968 that "the causal relationship between motivation

and learning is typically reciprocal rather, than unidirectional (p.365).".

While he ,suggested not.postponing instruction when the learner is "unmotivated",

he did suggest the need for adequate motivation for optimal learning. He also

reasoned tf,at simply being intrqduced to the learning situation may be a way

of arousing the necessary Motivation level.

. One infe once that cannot be made from this discussion is that no learning

will go on if motivation is absent. Postman in 1964 concluded after a series

\.

of studies related to short-qerm memory that learning does go on in an

-,

"unmotivated condition. This type of learning has been labelled "incidental '

learning" and must be considered as a valid part of the learning process.

It should be clear then,. that when we consider the problem of determining

the onset of an.optimal readiness period for learning a motor skill, there

are at least three questions that mus.t be,considered. One of these questions

considers what is the physical% cognitive, and emotional maturational level
,

of the individual. The secObOluestion determines the prerequisite skills the

learner fs able to perform. Finally, thenotivational level of the learner must
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ti

be considered.
Each of these questions must be answ,red'in

relation to the

.4
skill to be learned. If and of these questfons cannot be adequately answered,

for the task at hand, then appropriate
measures must be taken to compensate for

deficiencies. This compensation may take the form of changing the task to one

that involves the learning of one which the person has the physical or mental

ability to begin to acquire. Another compensation may be to change-the task

to one that involves the learning of a needed subordinate skill. Or it might

be,thatthe compensation
involve'employing an

appropriate method to motivate

the leaillen to begin 'to learn the task.

The bbviouS difficulty at this point is .to be, able to provide concrete

solutions/t/O each of these
questions as they :relate to specific instances. This

cannot/be viewed as an easy task. Fortunately, or unfortunately, depending

on yur vantage point, this is 'not the purpose of this paper.
However, it

should be stated that establishing valid means of answering these questions for

any child forany situation, is one that physical educators must begin to

attempt. Teachers will generally relyon
experience and intuition in the

determination of readiness. We owe it to thosp teachers to develop more

objedtive and concrete Measures.

One further point concerning this readiness
model is that the model must

be considered as a logical extension
of each of the three_developmental

theories

presented earlier.
Especially when

each of these
theOries is compared to the

existing research evidence concerning
th,e'involvement of

maturation, learning,

and motivation in the learning situation.- In fact, Gagne in The Conditions

of Learning presented a readiness model that put-is earlier cumulative learning

/

model into proper perspective, He stated that three major, factors comprise

learning readiness: (1) attentional
sets; (2) motivation; and (3) developmental

status.
t Thus the model being presented

here is much in line with what has been

prOposed by Gagne .

34
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What does all this mean as it relates to the problem of programs of

early intervention? First of all, let ps define what is meant here by the

phrase "program of early_ intervention." In general, these programs are

organized atte is at providing early experiences for young learners fn given

motor skills. From the readiness model presented he,re at least four impli-

cations for these programs seem appropriate.
k

First, ultimate skills to be attained by the learner must be analyzed

to determine the subordinate skillSs involved in the performance of these

skills. Programs of early intervention must be, concerned with the development

of these subordinate or foundational skills. The appropriateness of these

skills for a given child will be related to his maturational level, not age

alone; Which of the subordinate skills he is already capable of performing-;

and how motivated he is and can become to perform the skills selected for him.

A second implication is that these programs must be oriented toward,pre-

senting the child with as broad a base of foundational skills as possible.

Since prior experiences or prior learning is so important in learning, the

base of experiences from which the child will eventually operate in selecting

vocational or recreational motor skills will be extremely important. This

broad base will also carry over into the motivational part of learning. Rarick

(1 -961) for example, stated that the establishment of a repetoire of motor

skills at an early age has a favorable influence on the attitudes that an

individual takes toward his attack on new experiences.

Third, fhese early programs must attendto the motivation part of the'

model. Just as the range, of early experiences" influences the selection of

later experience, so does early success in the performance of motor skills. To

again refer to Ririck, he stated that success in bodily activities increases

the probability of formation of positive attitudes toward motor skills. If

the child is continually confronted with activities that he is incapable of

-15
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performing, it should be expected that his motivation level to continue.to

4
learn more complex skills will be quite low.. Also, if the amount'of early

_-

experiences is limited to very few activities, At should also be-expected that

any drive to continue to be involved in physical, activity will be quite limited. '

The fourth impliCation relates to the types of activities selected for use

in these pro6rams. "In addition to there being a Wide selection of types of

activities, they should also be hierarchical in nature. -The activities shmild

.collectively be'able to be seen as developing skills that will be used in more .

complex skills.

These are a few implications that appear to be warranted from the readiness.

model that I have presented. Programs of early intervention in the learning of

motor skills are intrthately tied to the problem of critical periods of learning.

When these critical periods are viewed as periods of optimal readiness to learn,

these prograMs are given their proper perspective. They cannot be viewed as

programs in which certain skills must be presented now or the. chi }d will never.

develop his full potential in that skill. Rather, they'must be viewed as programs

in which a variety of experiences are provided in which the skill and the child

. .

- are considered together. This consideration should take the form of concern for

the physical and cognitive ability of the child, the skills already possessed

by the child, and the desire of the child to get involved in the skill selected.

Critical periods for learning should \not be misunderstood or misused.,

They should be properly viewed as periods of optimal readiness and should be

used as essential-gedelines,fifthe selection of activities to be 'taught to

people of any age.
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1. EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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SOC,IAL DEVELOPMENT,

3. LEARNING

FIG. 1. THREE TYPES OF CRITICAL PERIODS
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Jirclging equalities
end inequalities of
vOlisnlf* of iiquids

In rectangular
containers

Rine: Volume of
liquid determined

by 1. w, and h

Rule C,orriperwitory
changes In volume
Produced by 1 &
when h Is comfits!

Rule: Compuniatory
changes in volume
produced by 1 & h.
vrtten w is constant

Ft ug 'Compensatory
changes In volume
produced by h i w.
when 1 is constant,

Rule &tease In
volume by Gunge
In 1: with constant

Rule Increase In
volume by change
In w: I& h constant

Rule: Increase in
V0k111111 by charge
In h:ll w Donuts/xi

Rule. Volume
pcoduced by

proleceng area
- in any direction

t.

Mle: Liquid
conforms to
contain*, In

wIf but may
be foss h

Rtite: Uquld
volume ae
cumulative

Ode of use

Rule: Volum;
equals cumulative
"Woe*" 0( ere.

Rule: Coopering
ghee of rectangiee

by lakInfl and
w into account

Rua*: Area e4
rictinotee as

deiarmlned by
land w

Concepts:
'tetanal*,

length, width

Gortopt Lengths
of straight lines

Rule Liquids
assume shape
ot container

Cork-.pt:
Identity of

tigcdd

Rule: -*

rosy Do poured
Into conukor

Fig. 5. Hierarchical model of conservation oaf quantity (Gagne, 1968)
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The learnef will be able to effectively
participate as 3 player in a nine

inning baseball tame.

Et

i)

4'

Be able to throw a able to run Be able to bat Be able to catch Be able to demonstrate a' A

baseball effectively
rCe

effectively. effectively. a baseball.
knowledge of the rules

of baseball.
if
t.

Be able to stand properly
, in the batter's boa.

Be able to hold the bat
properly prior to release
of the ball by the pitcher.

Bi able to time swing
with pitcher's motion
and path of the ball,

Be able to manipulate
thejtrection of the
swing of the bat in

order to hit the ball.

Be able to demonstrate average.., eye - hand coordination.
N

a

t

I

'Fig. 6% A partial learning, hierarchy of a motor skill (Singer tt Dick, l974),
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